
So what is your overview of the yacht world of today?
   When I was first introduced to the yachting world there were these broad outlines of yachting, which still exist; guys that wanted to fish, 
cruise, sail, these were the categories, and that was the yachting world. But today I feel it is a world within a world. You can almost remember 
the first time you heard the expression the toy garage,  “that sounds like fun”,  it was personal water crafts like jet skis, but now as yachts get 
bigger and time evolves, the most recent toys are submarines, or small fishing vessels, luxury tenders and even escape vessels. These are the 
vessels that will go 80 miles an hour for 5 miles; by the time you get to where you want to go, the bad guys are 4 miles behind you. But all 
these are iterations; tenders and toys and now the ultra brands, like jewelry and watches have entered the yacht world; it is as if the world came 
to yachting at the same time that yachting came to the world. Maybe the pinnacle was when Tiger Woods sued over his privacy, the irony of 
his lawsuit is, there is no privacy any longer. You can go on the internet and look up the owner of any boat. If you really want to be private in 
this world, you need to go into a cave in Afghanistan and not leave.
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As a maritime lawyer for the past 40 odd years, Michael Moore is the “go to” guy among the rich and famous for all issues regarding boats, planes and art.  But he also wears 
another hat, as Chairman of SeaKeepers. Trust me, between the two topics, law and oceanography, (not to mention his recent trips to Cuba) it doesn’t take long for a simple 
question to segue into interesting stories. Here’s what he had to say as we enjoyed a few drinks at his club and favorite hangout, the Coral Reef Yacht Club, in Coconut Grove, 
Miami.

What is your client base?
   I do boats, planes and art, that’s how I make my money. Clients will often do a deal securing a loan with art, as collateral. A lot of these 
empires fall the way they were built, they don’t necessarily have a solid foundation, it’s part of the risk taking. I have a client who lost 200 
million dollars in three years, went from 200 million to nothing, but he has already started rebuilding. There is still some of that angst about 
being super wealthy, wealthy beyond comprehension, especially with the technology people who went into yachting. No doubt it could 
happen in any era, but the speed in which it is happening in my lifetime is breathtaking.
   Not only am I very happy with the clients that we have but I know of no other firm anywhere in the world that has the clientele that we 
have, it is a remarkable thing. One day Forbes magazine came out with a list of billionaires and we represent 20 billionaires and probably 40 
people in the 500 to 1 billion dollar range. With some of these people, I started with the fathers and I am now representing the children. 
These clients are fun to know, have lots of money and they are constantly getting into trouble, so they are the perfect clients, and they 
become friends. I am pleased to say I enjoy being their advisor; I do anything and everything that has to do with their planes, boats and art.
   We have a client whose sizable tender on his yacht would be a yacht for most people. It does two things; it goes very, very fast and is 
completely encapsulated. This thing, built like a torpedo, will enclose his entire family, and it will go at a very high rate of speed. There is no 
weather in the world that can affect it and no vehicle that can catch it. It is a rocket, conceived and built to remove the entire family from a 
situation that they want to be removed from. They think about these things for good reason, there have been numerous times tragedies have 
visited these families.
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While we are on the subject of the ultra rich, Michael, your career path is the stuff of dreams. Fill us in on the journey, 
how did you get involved with this business?

   The yacht world story which is my story began while I was still in law school. I contacted the legendary white shoe maritime law firm, 
Burlingham, Underwood & Lord in New York, they were well known for their high profile maritime cases like the sinking of the Titanic and the 
Andrea Doria. I offered my services as a summer associate. They must have been curious because I received a call and they asked, what is a 
summer associate? I said it is the guy that takes care of everything when everyone goes on vacation; they thought that was hilarious.  I actually 
clerked for two years before graduating and was hired full time in 1974, becoming a young lawyer in this very fine law firm.  Burlingham, 
Underwood & Lord had wonderful shipping clients. Along the way these two yacht owners approached us with some minor problems, the firm 
wasn’t really interested and didn’t want to work with them. One was Bill Levitt, he was building houses in a place called Levittown and the 
other was Charles Revson, who had a cosmetic company named Revlon. My associates didn’t think it was real maritime work so they asked me 
to take the two men on, I thought it was phenomenal… and we all know their success stories. Though them, I was introduced to the wonderful 
world of yachting and wonderful yacht owners and I was off to the races in terms of what I do.
   In 1977, I was asked to help a partner open a Saudi Arabian office and moved into an amazing situation. This was the beginning of OPEC and 
the oil cartel; it was an exciting time to be in the Arab world. I started meeting all these royal families and I quickly realized there were two 
worlds; the thin “ultra” world and then the rest of the world. In the ultra world there were lots of yacht owners. Eventually our firm was bought 
out and I left Saudi Arabia, just like someone told me that one day I would get up and leave and that’s exactly what happened. My wife and I 
selected 5 cities, they all had to be ports, some were too small like Charleston, Savannah, New Orleans seemed closed, San 
Francisco was very dark, the dying of AIDS, that lead us to Miami, and from the get go it was an amazing thing.
   I had helped out the owner of Norwegian Cruise Lines in Saudi Arabia, Knut Kloster and he told me, when you get to Miami you have to 
meet my friend Ted Arison, who started Carnival Cruise Line; at the time when I met him he had two boats, one was called Mardi Gras. We 
started working together and that is how I ended up representing Carnival Cruise Lines, but even then I was representing other high profile 
owners. In the 1980’s, I got a call from  Donald Trump, he wanted to buy the yacht Nabia, I said no problem and started flying to NY and 
London, I met Jonathan Beckett, the senior man from Burgess and we did the deal, he represented Khashoggi, who we thought was the richest 
man in the world at the time. I was 30 years old dealing with the Sultan of Brunei, who was the one giving Khashoggi his money; it was a heady 
time working with these high net worth guys, it changed everything and led to so many opportunities.
   I was with Holland & Knight, a firm of about 1300 lawyers, for 23 years. While there, I was head of the Marine and Aviation practice and 
Executive Partner of the Miami office for 11 years. Then in 2003, I felt it was time to do my own thing, so I left a very successful career with a 
fine firm. I could have stayed there, knowing exactly what I was going to do for the rest of my life, but I didn’t want that. So I started my own 
firm. In 2008 I was the General Counsel to the charity that was started in 1996, the International Seakeepers Society. 

The early days of the megayacht world were wild, money seemed to be no object, what was it like living in that rarefied 
world?

   It was the new world, the explosion of yachting, a time when everything was so fresh and new. Seeing Monaco and Portofino for the first time, 
the Monaco boat show, the parties, it was magical. There was no invasive social media and internet like today. You would get on a plane, the 
ride was slower, the explosion of luxury items was all the rage, in yachting, the boats were getting bigger, and they were family businesses. You 
could meet the great Walter Huisman, founder of Royal Huisman, it was fascinating to see there were real people behind these names, people 
like Norberto Ferretti, who was a visionary. It started evolving, maybe it became too commercial and that started to peak right around 2008 when 
the collapse came. I remember walking into the Port Palace Hotel in Monaco and being kind of shocked, this Russian client of mine was coming 
out of the hotel and I was startled by how badly dressed he was, dressed odd, like every Russian villain I had ever seen. Obviously he had lost 
some money. He knew the American economy was collapsing and he had envisioned this, and he boasted about how the Russian market was 
very strong and nothing would happen; of course 12 months later, it collapsed. Many view this as the end, at least up to now, of the big yachting 
bubble.

In your practice today, what are some of the cases you are involved in?

   The El Faro sinking was one of our cases, one of the worse. No one will ever know what possessed the captain to go out in that storm. For 
reasons we don’t know, they left the dock in route to their other office and got stuck in the storm, Hurricane Joacquin. That was it; he couldn’t 
make it in, he lost steerage and they were dead in the water with no choice left, 33 lives lost.  It was an old boat built in 1975, with modern 
communications you could argue they should have known what they were headed into. One of the deck officers voiced concern prior to sailing, 
he wrote to family and friends “there’s a hurricane out there and we’re heading straight into it”. We just settled that case, I represented one of the 
victims, we were told we should be very proud of what we accomplished for our client. The crew member that I represented had a wife and 3 
children; they are well compensated and won’t have to work for the rest of their lives. Another case we handled was the death of yacht captain, 
David Hill in the sinking of Majestic Blue. 
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He was out of work in 2010, desperate to provide for his family and took a job he found over the internet. He flew to Guam, got on the boat and 
they went out to sea. 25 days after leaving shore, it sank; the boat was in terrible shape. I represented the wife and two daughters. We sued the 
ship that sank and in what is called a direct action suit, the underwriters for the ship.
   It is kind of a sad, sad situation, breaks my heart, you get to know them and you realize all you can do is get them some money, it’s not a big 
deal in life. On the one hand it’s a closure for them, the financial side of their life is taken care of, but it’s sad as hell to be honest with you, it 
depresses the crap out of me. I will be in a fog for weeks, in total fog that I cannot come out of; you bond, merge your life with their life; you 
become totally invested in the situation. You know on the other hand that you are kind of the father figure, and in the back of your mind, though 
you can’t let the thought creep in, you can’t help but fear, what if I lose? Then what do I do? I have to live with that the rest of my life. Fortu-
nately in my life, we do pretty well, I know my work, I started 40 years ago, remember? How many lawyers do you know who have been 
practicing for 40 years anyway, but not only that, specializing in maritime law for 40 years, we know what we are doing.
   The cases that really turn me on ironically are brokers fee cases. I don’t like it when rich people try to screw brokers out of their fees. Brokers 
are the glue of the global yachting world, the happy faces that are making it happen, fighting for their clients and representing them well. I find it 
very offensive when these higher net worth people take their services and then don’t pay them. Because they can. Well they can’t when I am 
involved.
   The personal injuries, the wrongful deaths, those are certainly very tragic, but when you think of it they are outlying situations that just happen. 
We could have gone in for a killing with El Faro, they knew we had them, so they started doling out their money, tell us when it is enough. It’s 
not like what a lot of people think, this completely undefined amount. There are many factors that go into the calculation; dependent wife, 
children, how long his working life would have been, etc. it all gets calculated into a bucket and that is pretty much what a court will allow, that 
is your max. But these are accidents; on the other hand, the stiffing on the commission is an intentional act by people who have a problem.  It is a 
mental disorder, they cannot give other people money unless they have to give it, or they get a deal. I know an ultra wealthy guy, we would drive 
together on this toll highway, back in the day when they couldn’t trace your license plate, he never paid, it was 25 cents, he would drive through 
every time.

You must chose cases you feel certain to win?

   Oh I am a really grumpy guy at this time in my life. I just fought with a guy, a yacht owner, rich man, 14 million dollar boat he was selling. He 
started saying things and every time he opened his mouth it irritated me, as you get older you get grumpy. He said “it will be a simple matter”, 
strike one, said “it won’t take long”, strike two, “I already negotiated and did all the heavy lifting, all I need you to do is pay for the bills”, strike 
three, “what is your retainer”, I said $10,000, he said “oh this couldn’t possibly  require that amount”, I said to myself that’s strike four, this guy 
is one over the strike three limit, then he said “I’ll pay you $5,000” and I told him it was unacceptable. He was irritated and tried to talk me out 
of it but I was more irritated.

From your perspective, what should buyers keep in mind when they set out to purchase a yacht?

   You need a competent surveyor and a sea trial and there are people in this industry that are very qualified. I am constantly asked for 
recommendations for a captain or engineer. You don’t need the smartest guy, but the one with good judgment, not just when entering or leaving 
a port, but also someone who knows, for example, when his crew has had enough to drink.
   I am going to the Virgin Islands for a case, a guy who got drunk as a skunk and killed two people in a tender accident. They were coming back 
after a night of bar hopping, the development has no roads, so they took the tender and on the way back he was going too fast, drunk and hit the 
island. It is a criminal trial, I am representing one of the people killed, it is just bad judgment.
   The key to a proper contract is to be sure you are buying the boat you think you are buying.  The boat has to fit your lifestyle and that’s the 
broker’s job to steer you to the right boat, because most times, you don’t know what it is that you don’t know. If you put a guy with a family of 
7, and you know every member will want to bring a friend along, in a 55ft Ferretti, that is probably not going to be a good fit and probably too 
fast. 
   I think buyers don’t realize until they take delivery that the contract and specs define what you are buying, this is the boat on paper that 
the yard will build, so it has to be square with what you want. I represent a number of boat manufacturers in negotiating construction contracts.

Moving on to your other “full time job” as Chairman of Seakeepers, you still travel in an elite circle, heard you crossed 
the pond for dinner with royalty?

   All the Royals have a brief and their brief is to advance the British Empire, Prince Edward is fully employed, 7 days a week, 5 weeks off, 
promoting the 80 charities that he supports, many of which are oceanographic charities. Dinner was an invitation from Prince Edward to 
Buckingham Palace, 28 people in attendance chosen for their work to promote the well being of the ocean. We talked about the world’s 
oceans, we talked about the Seakeeper model which they liked; they were stunned by it. 
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Prince Edward picks different charities in given years to benefit, in this case it went to benefit the Caribbean Marine Institute Cayman Island 
study of the coral reefs and the ecological system in the Cayman Islands. Seakeepers are going to do something similar during the America’s Cup 
in Bermuda.
   If you look at the English in the UK, the 11 overseas territories, all  islands, the 3 crown dominions, all islands, 4 constituent parts, 
England, Wales, Scotland, Northern Ireland, all islands surrounded by water, England has always ruled the waves, been a seafaring nation.

What is the role of yacht owners as it relates to protecting our oceans?

   I think the new yacht owner almost to a person self identifies as being an environmentalist. We all buy wattage and you buy it, and usually the 
person who makes it burns fossil fuel to do so. Yacht owners are going to show the way because they have the wealth to do so. When they buy 
your solar cell product, it is irrelevant to them that there is a big cost attached to the front end, they care about the back end. They love the idea of 
pointing to solar cell technology and say “look at what I’ve done” and they offset their carbon footprint in so many other ways. If you host a 
yacht that holds a scientist onboard who discovers how to create energy from the 80% life on earth that is actually in the salt water of earth, who 
is going to talk about the carbon footprint your one single vessel makes? It is a ridiculous argument. There are only 4000 significant yachts on 
earth. Look at shipping vessels, they burn bunker C fuel which is a low grade, poorly refined product to power their ships and most of the world 
commerce is by shipping, it is the heart of the world economy.
   Scientists will find the solution. Most people are very confused about the interplay of yachting and science; history will show that they will 
be one of the greatest factors in achieving success. 

Define Seakeepers role in protecting our oceans?

   Seakeepers has 12,000 members, we pair scientists with yacht owners and I am the chairman and the lawyer in the middle. People have a hard 
time grasping what we do, we are just the match makers, we are the eHarmony of the yacht and oceanographic world.
   Seakeepers is a very simple business. It is a charity that does one thing, I repeat, it brings together scientists and yacht owners. We have a 
steady stream of vetted scientists who have fascinating projects that we vetted, we have PHD’s and ocean scientists on the Seakeepers staff and 
we marry them, those scientists, to a yacht. The projects can range from the esoteric like genome sequences, where you are trying to study the 
DNA of all life forms in the ocean, it is ground breaking work.  If you study the DNA of a half dozen animals that regenerate limbs, you can 
identify what is the common DNA among the various organisms and you may have just created the first step in trying to regenerate limbs in 
humans.
   People call me from time to time about this very small cellular type creature from the ocean that they believe is very helpful for memory loss 
and it is from the very common jellyfish, one of these circumstantial developments. You take a sea slug that has about 10,000 genes as opposed 
to 30,000 in humans. You take a knife and cut into a sea slug, the brain part, it will regenerate almost instantly. With a stone crab, break off one 
arm, it grows back, how do they do that? 
   We have people studying ocean acidification, ocean warming and cooling, people are using yachts to study the weather patterns; all these 
things, it is such a vast subject matter. The oceans cover over 70% of the surface of the earth, contains 80% of the life forms of this earth and 
90 % of the volume of the earth. Over 50% and maybe as much as 80% of our oxygen is created out of the ocean. 
We think the yachting world will play a significant role in understanding our oceans. People talk about saving the polar bear, but we are 
talking about the entire deal; the polar bear habitat is only part of the deal. 
   When Duke University did their study, referred to by most scientists as the 11 Critical Issues, number 1 was over fishing, because everything 
that lives in the sea is connected to every other thing that lives in the sea. What is the smallest thing that lives in the sea, well, krill, which is 
what whales eat, the largest animal in the sea. All over the world, people are studying coral reefs, many people believe that coral reefs are like 
the bellwether of the sea, scientists do a lot of study on coral reef systems, also because they are in low surface shore areas  and useful to see 
how things interact on a coral reef system. They believe that damage to the reefs is like the canary in the cold mine, precursors to the health and 
what they discover is part of the magic.
   These scientists are now starting to grow sea urchins; people historically have thought that urchins were negative little spiny animals that 
look scary; turns out urchins are little lawn mowers of the sea. They actually move as they eat algae; if you have a reef that is covered with 
algae, it is going to suffocate and die but these sea urchins will go in and like a little lawn mower, eat up all the algae. Rosenstiel School is 
now growing sea urchins through habitat. 
   There is a sea mollusk that could kill you in seconds; the question is how does it do that? It has to go through the blood stream, they think it 
is some sort of neurological thing that is so micro, so small that is just goes straight to your neuro system and shuts it down. Your whole central 
nervous system is what allows you to breathe and if you depress it, that’s it. These animals have to kill very quickly, most of these mollusks 
don’t move; they sit in one place from the day they are born to the day they die and the only way they eat is something has to touch it and the 
mollusk has to eat it on the spot. 
   A lot of this I learn during dinner conversations, I sit and listen and they tell me everything they are excited about. 
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How can people get involved in the Seekeeper program?

   One of the more obvious ways is through membership which helps support our programs. The largest expense for ocean research is access 
to an at-sea research platform. Member yachts can provide that platform and it is a unique opportunity to witness and participate in 
scientific research. Member yachts can chose the degree of participation and owners may qualify for tax benefits. We also accept yachts as 
a tax-deductible donation.
   The yachts are called Discovery yachts if they are part of our program. The numbers come and go, for example Paul Allen, one of our 
founders, has 3 yachts and has launched 4 drifters for us. The sailing yacht, P2 is working with us as a Discovery yacht, the owner’s intent is to 
enjoy life and live large with his wife and 16 year old son.  He came to Seakeepers for what we call the Destination Tours, the three E tour, 
environment, education, ecology, so we laid out an itinerary with the focus on building the yachting experience to another level, it is better 
than anything out there.
   We gave his son a GoPro camera, taught him how to sample water and now he helps with scientific research. Using NOAA satellites, we have 
these data collection sites around the world, drifters that go in the water, his son signed his name to one and the drifter will beam data to NOAA. 
It is a wonderful experience for a young man, sparked his interest in science and is aiding in research.
   Anyone can come to us, with a research project which we will consider; we don’t charge a penny or make a penny. Right now we are assisting 
Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution they have two boats going down to Cuba, we will know what they are doing there in due course; our job 
is to give them the ride.
   We just had some people doing genome sequencing come down from New York with a genome sequencing machine onboard the yachts. We 
had another yacht come down from New York to do shark tagging and they study the relationships, the great linkage in the ocean, how 
everything is linked. 

Are you involved in the plastic pollution programs?

   I read that by 2050 there will be more plastic than fish in the ocean. The way I look at it, Seakeepers job is to be relatable, to have people be 
aware of who we are and how we do things, to be supportive if they have the means, to believe in us, trust us, believe we can do the job and then 
we have to do the job. 
   We provide a ride for the people who are studying plastic. I met last week with plastic people, it is called Fantastic Oceans, they are all about 
plastic in oceans, we are going to be partners with them and do everything we can to support them. They have a fantastic business model, they 
are making plastic like fibers out of canola oil, they say they are as good as petroleum based fibers except they bio degrade. A lot of these 
plastics will be around hundreds of years, the very dynamic photos you see like the six pack rings around the turtle; those are very minor parts of 
the situation.

SeaKeepers is really focused on Cuba these days, what are some of the plans?

   You have to first understand this country. Cuba is a country of 11 million people completely impoverished; they subsist on a 30 dollar stipend 
a month provided by the government. They produce nothing so they sell nothing, and they are sitting on the wealthiest latitude in the history of 
the world, the wealthiest longitude on the eastern seaboard of the US. It is 5 or 6 times the size of Jamaica with a longer coastline than Florida 
and it sits in the pathway of South America. The island is about 3000 miles around with pristine scuba diving in a protected area and has very 
little development. Fear of spoiling it is exactly why I am interested in Cuba because if we, collectively, don’t get involved, Cuba will be 
messed up.
   We want to be the people who help saved Cuba and we, Seakeepers have everything we need to achieve this in place. Right now Cuba is the 
hottest thing on the radar, everyone wants to get to Cuba before the feared change, after all, the place has been untouched for 60 years. We have 
started this joint program with the Hemingway Yacht Club in Cuba. I have developed a program based on a relationship I have had with Cuba for 
many years, where, for a flat fee of $5000 a yacht can go to Cuba and we take care of all the details including permits, it is called the Cuba 
Discovery Program. 
   To go to Cuba legitimately by a vessel you have to get possible approval from three governmental agencies; the Dept of Commerce, Dept of 
Treasury and Homeland Security. HS is easy, fill out a form, file it, give info on every soul onboard and coast guard and homeland security have 
no objection. To get OFAC approval from the Department of the Treasury they basically say to comply with the embargo, you have to fit into 
one of the 12 exceptions. Moore and Company, my law firm, studied the exceptions and we saw nothing that would explain the presence of a 
yacht in Cuba.  You can get on a plane in Miami and fly to Havana and drive around and  if you are willing to tell the government that your 
partner is some travel agent who is going to show you a good time, where Castro was born, etc, you can do that, because that is one of the 
exceptions to the embargo. But, if you go on a yacht, the question is why don’t you just fly from Miami for $1000 and see all the sights? 
I studied it and we created a program which is an environmental program that fits the yacht world. As chairman of both Seakeeper and the law 
firm, I went to OFAC and I told them we had yacht owners who wanted to go to Cuba, but when I saw the embargo there was no way to explain 
the presence of multimillion dollar yachts, when obviously you could just fly in and drive around. 
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   So I had an idea that I wrote up, the program, a to z, told them we were Moore and Company representing Seakeepers of which I was also 
chairman, and this is what I have in mind. When yachts come, to comply with the American objective which is to increase the knowledge of both 
countries understanding of each other,  they would also do the right thing by the people of the Republic of Cuba by studying the waters which no 
one has done, there is nothing in the records and they loved the idea.
   So now when you are a yacht owner going on a Seakeepers branded tour to Cuba we (Seakeepers) have arranged these tours where vessels will 
travel to different ports, there are about 15 significant marinas and ports that the vessel can visit, and learn more about the country. Vessels can 
stay in Cuba for 14 days, starting from the time you enter Cuban waters, till the day you leave. Most yachts will start the trip from Marina 
Hemingway then they will go west and around Cuba to the south side, stopping at Maria La Gorda and continuing on to the Isle of Youths and on 
to the Garden of the Queen. The typical itinerary is 14 days. If you are planning on fishing, you have to get a permit and be very careful about 
that. We have boats scheduled to leave in June and some recently went over in February.  

You’ve just returned from Cuba, while still fresh in your mind, what are the thoughts that linger?

   There is nothing like Cuba anywhere. I see it as this wonderful, unspoiled place located right in our backyard. I love looking at the buildings 
in their faded glory. The architecture is breathtaking and immediately takes you back 50 plus years in time.  Today everyone in Cuba dreams 
of the future and sees the possibilities as unlimited; the future is wide open and the sky’s the limit.
   In the meantime the food is wonderful. In Cuba there is no excess; no waste. Everything is carefully thought out. It reminds me of when I was 
growing up when nothing was taken for granted and life was more measured. There was no fast food or excess, thoughtless packaging. Cuba is 
like that today.  
   And there is art and music everywhere.  Cubans excel in making something from nothing and it is beautiful to see and lovely to hear. The 
genres of music heard everywhere are wonderful. As much as I love the world’s greatest rock n roll band, (the Rolling Stones) I worry that 
Keith and Mick will change some of that. 
   When I am in Cuba, I am there on serious legal mission for our firm’s clients, but SeaKeepers is never far from my mind. I think Cuba has an 
opportunity to develop an island paradise surrounded by a diverse, healthy marine ecosystem and I think the yachting world will play a 
significant role in achieving this. 
   My most memorable experience involved three strolling musicians in the Miramar section of greater Havana. There amid the well tended 
Embassies and homes of the Ambassadors and Consuls, which stood out in sharp contrast to the rest of Havana, were these three street 
musicians. They did not appear to be particularly well fed and were definitely not well dressed but oh my goodness, they could play and they 
could sing. My favorite song which featured one guitar and three singers may have been made up on the spot. The lyrics were basically the words 
“Miami/Havana/Miami” repeated in a rhythmic and repetitive way. The song as so haunting it brought tears to my eyes and to this day I don’t 
know why.
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